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Phyllis Light’s work, “Telepathic Healing,” is powerfully transformative. Because of the clarity Phyllis has
developed in over thirty years of intensive personal and spiritual development, she is able to locate blocks buried
deep within the subconscious mind that keep a person from experiencing happiness, well-being, and a clear
connection to his or her spiritual essence. She is also able to release those blocks, accelerating a person’s progress
on his or her spiritual path toward greater wisdom, self-understanding, harmony, love, and clarity of purpose.
Phyllis is gifted with the ability to clear negative programming to the depths of the subconscious mind.
Many years ago, she was informed that “Higher Energies” (whom she calls “Higher Dimensional helpers or guides”)
were being made available to her, during her healing sessions, to help clear deeply buried negativity in people.
Soon, her clients began to notice surprising and often miraculous changes in a relatively short period of time.
These “Higher Energies” informed Phyllis that there are thirty-three levels of the subconscious mind that
need to be cleared. This is why the same issues seem to surface again and again—because deeper layers of
negativity still need to be released. Most “healing technologies” available today can clear only three, four, or five
levels deep. That is why Phyllis’ work is so powerful and effective—because it can reach those
deeper levels where negativity and blockages are often hidden from view.

A T RUE B REAKTHROUGH
Here is why the Communications Breakthrough Board and Process are so valuable a
tool for breaking through barriers: The same “Higher Energies” that participate in Phyllis’
private sessions are now available for everyone who uses the Board and Process. Each time
you go through the Process, those “Higher Energies” will assist you in clearing negative
blockages thirty-three levels deep in the subconscious mind. This is indeed a breakthrough
in personal clearing work. Through the Communications Breakthrough Board and Process,
a deeper level of clearing, healing, and transformation is now available to everyone!

“Blessings to you on your journey toward greater self-discovery and
mastery. I am glad to be able to share my gifts with you in this way. I hope
you find great value in using this unique tool.”
Phyllis Light

